Juvenile Nonfiction

I Am Picky: Confessions of a Fussy Eater
by Kristen Tracy
JP Tracy
Sifting through both disgusting and delicious trash, a picky raccoon searches for the tastiest of treats, which can be a challenge, but sometimes she finds yummy tidbits where she least expects!

Every Dreaming Creature
by Brendan Wenzel
JP Wenzel
This beautiful exploration of animal senses through dreams introduces a magical world of endless curiosity where each creature is connected despite their differences.

Wildfire!
by Ashley Wolff
JP Wolff
Illustrations and easy-to-read text reveal the struggles of forest animals to survive when fire breaks out on Spruce Mountain, and the actions of the firefighters who work through the night to stop the blaze.

Three Little Vikings
by Bethan Woollvin
JP Woollvin
In this romping, stomping fractured fairy tale, a trio of fearless and feisty Viking girls set out to find out what—or who—has been crashing and bashing in the woods.

Finish the Pattern: A Turn-And-See Book
by Cari Meister
J003.1 Mei
From the days of the week to playing hopscotch, patterns are all around you. Keep turning the pages to find out how your life is full of patterns and sequences.

ABC Ready for School: An Alphabet of Social Skills
by Celeste Delaney
J302.14 Del
An alphabet book for young children that helps them consider, explore, and discuss a wide range of skills related to school readiness.

First Big Book of the Ocean
by Catherine D Hughes
J551.45 Hug
An engaging introduction to several different ocean species, including facts about their characteristics, diets, and habitats.

What If You Could Sniff Like a Shark?
by Sandra Markle
J591.77 Mar
Examine the natural “superpowers” of the world’s ocean animals, combining zany illustrations with amazing facts.

Big print, short, fun and easy reads with great illustrations
**Juvenile Picture Books**

**What Happened to You?**
by James Catchpole
JP Catchpole
Joe, a young boy trying to play pirates at the playground, keeps getting interrupted with questions about what happened to his leg.

**This Tank Is Mine!**
by Jonathan Fenske
JP Fenske
Angelo the angel fish lives in a fancy tank and everything belongs to him until a new fish moves in to share it.

**I Am a Peaceful Goldfish**
by Shoshana Chaim
JP Chaim
Two children learn how to settle their difficult feelings with imaginative breathing techniques, pretending they are elephants, flowers, and even dragons!

**Kind**
by Alison Green
JP Green
A heartwarming and visually diverse celebration of the fundamental value of kindness gathers creative contributions by nearly 40 illustrators, inviting children to imagine and then help create a world where everyone is kind.

**Fish and Crab**
by Marianna Coppo
JP Coppo
Crab wants to sleep, but Fish is full of “what if” worries, so Crab tells him to list them all.

**Love Was Inside**
by Andrew Joyner
JP Joyner
Celebrate and remember the days we spent inside during the pandemic—the joys and the hardships, the bravery and the resilience, but most of all the love.

**Crying Is Like the Rain: A Story of Mindfulness and Feelings**
by Heather Hawk Feinberg
JP Feinberg
A gentle metaphor for understanding and processing anxiety and sadness.

**Milo Is Missing Something**
by Vern Kousky
JP Kousky
A small yellow octopus hatches from his egg and begins searching for something he is certain he is missing on an undersea adventure that leads to new friendships.

**Bravo, Bucket Head!**
by Helen Lester
JP Lester
Field mouse Mousetta is so painfully shy she would rather hide under a bucket than be seen by her fellow mice, but when foxes attack the fieldhouse Mousetta realizes she must turn her fear into fearlessness if she wants to save the others.

**Fish and Crab**
by Marianna Coppo
JP Coppo
Crab wants to sleep, but Fish is full of “what if” worries, so Crab tells him to list them all.

**Love Was Inside**
by Andrew Joyner
JP Joyner
Celebrate and remember the days we spent inside during the pandemic—the joys and the hardships, the bravery and the resilience, but most of all the love.

**Marker**
by Anna Kang
JP Kang
Marker is one of the teacher’s go-to school supplies. Her work is tip-top, and she always makes a lasting impression until Pinking Shears, a.k.a. Pink, arrives and dazzles everyone with her sharp creations.

**Naughty Ninja Takes a Bath**
by Todd Tarpley
JP Tarpley
An exuberantly mischievous young ninja takes a bath while strategizing how to protect his unwitting father from imaginary bugs and beasts.